Pen diagram

There are a lot of parts and pieces to a fountain pen, and sometimes it's confusing which parts
are called what, especially if you're newer to the hobby. Depending on who you're talking to,
there are different names for different parts, and it can be tough to try to troubleshoot when
you're calling parts different things to someone else! We've chosen the most common terms
that we've used and heard others in the fountain pen community use. Hopefully, this can help
you out! Cap: the part of a pen that covers the nib and attaches to the pen body. Clip: the metal
doohickey usually attached to the cap that holds your pen in your shirt pocket and also keeps it
from rolling off your desk and landing nib first on the ground why does it ALWAYS fall nib
down?? Finial: the top of the cap, sometimes decorated with the maker's logo. Insert: the
plastic liner on the inside of some pen caps that help seal the nib and keep it wet when capped.
Centerband: the metal decorative ring that is usually placed near the bottom of the pen cap for
decorative purposes, or perhaps to provide reinforcement to the cap threads. Lip: the open end
of the cap, where the threads of the body fit to close the pen. Barrel: the long part of the main
body of the pen which houses the ink reservoir. Threads: thin grooves cut into a pen to hold
parts together, especially pen caps to the pen body. Step: the part of the barrel where the
threads 'step up' to the body, which can matter when holding the pen. Body: the length of a pen
barrel that typically houses the ink reservoir. Trim Ring: ornamental accents that serve an
aesthetic purpose. Nib: the metal tip of a fountain pen that actually touches the paper. Tipping
Material: a small bit of hard-wearing metal usually some sort of iridium alloy that is welded to
the end of a nib and ground to a specific intended size. Slit: the very thin cut running from the
breather hole to the tip of the nib that carries the ink from the feed to the tip. Tines: the two front
parts of the nib that taper to the tip. Shoulder: the widest part of a nib, where it starts to taper
towards the tip. Breather Hole: a hole in the nib, at the end of the nib slit, that allows air to assist
in the ink flow, also called a vent hole. Imprint: the engraving or impression left on the face of
the nib that shows the brand, model, or nib size. Body: the part of the nib that is typically
imprinted. Base: the bottom end, or reverse end of the tip, where the nib fits into the section of a
pen. Feed: the piece of plastic or ebonite usually black that hugs the back of the nib and acts as
a vehicle for ink delivery from the reservoir to the nib. Wings: the widest part of the feed that
matches up to the nib shoulder. Sometimes nibs will slide on and grab onto the feed wings.
Fins: the small, thin pieces on the feed that allow ink to saturate into the air channels. These act
as an ink regulator for consistent flow when writing speed varies. Ink Channel: a very thin slit in
the feed that hugs against the back of the nib and provides a route for the ink to travel through
the feed. This is what helps to provide the necessary capillary action required for ink flow. Post:
the back end of a feed that goes into the ink reservoir and feeds ink into the channel. Section:
the part of the pen where the nib fits in and attaches to the pen barrel. Grip: the front of the
section where you hold where the nib fits in, sometimes called just a 'section'. Threads: thin
grooves cut into a pen to hold parts together. Converter: a small filling mechanism usually a
screw-piston type that fits onto a pen that also accepts a cartridge. This allows you to use any
brand's bottled ink instead of relying on limited proprietary ink cartridges. Mouth: the opening
that fits onto the feed post to hold the converter in place. Ink Reservoir: a cavity inside a pen
that holds ink. Seal: the 'working' part of the converter piston that creates a vacuum in order to
draw ink into the reservoir. Rod: the threaded portion of the piston mechanism that causes the
seal to move up and down when the knob is turned. Shroud: the metal covering that holds the
piston mechanism onto the back of the ink reservoir. Knob: the part of the converter that you
turn to move the piston seal up and down and thus fill the converter. Be sure to check out more
fountain pen terminology in our Glossary of Fountain Pen Terms, and email us for any
clarification! Due to inclement winter weather, please expect some shipping delays. Resources
Resources Swab Shop. Pretty Notebooks Our special order of Clairefontaine special collections
is back in stock. Shop Now. Free Ink! Get a free 30ml Monteverde bottled ink with select pens.
Miami Nights Check out our selection of products with vibrant colors. Swab Shop Compare ink
swatches. Nib Nook Compare fountain pen nibs. Pen Plaza Compare fountain pens. Goulet Pens
Blog All about fountain pens. Home Anatomy of a Fountain Pen. Anatomy of a Fountain Pen
There are a lot of parts and pieces to a fountain pen, and sometimes it's confusing which parts
are called what, especially if you're newer to the hobby. Click on any of these terms to jump
down to its definition: Cap Barrel Nib Feed Section Converter The Cap: Cap: the part of a pen
that covers the nib and attaches to the pen body. The Barrel: Barrel: the long part of the main
body of the pen which houses the ink reservoir. The Nib: Nib: the metal tip of a fountain pen that
actually touches the paper. The Feed: Feed: the piece of plastic or ebonite usually black that
hugs the back of the nib and acts as a vehicle for ink delivery from the reservoir to the nib. The
Section: Section: the part of the pen where the nib fits in and attaches to the pen barrel. The
Converter: Converter: a small filling mechanism usually a screw-piston type that fits onto a pen
that also accepts a cartridge. The art of doing tricks with a pen is a very hard one to master. Pen

spinning tricks are the craft of masters, some of whom are fantastic at their trade. Is it
impossible to learn these tricks? Absolutely NOT! Learning these tricks is hard, but it can be
easily done if you pay close attention and work hard at it. Do this one correctly, and your pen
will spin completely around your thumb. Hold the pen between your middle finger and your
thumb while getting your index finger out of the way. Next, push your middle finger forward and
let the pen spin completely. Simple, right? TIP Tip time! The work being done to spin the pen is
in your fingers, or sometimes in your wrist. Your hand should remain steadfast and strong while
the pen is spun. Moving your hand can cause you to lose coordination and it will ruin the trick.
Interesting name. First, hold the pen between your middle and index fingers. Keep it steady, and
make sure the tip is pointing outward i. Third, push forward with your middle finger and push
back with your index finger. This will move the pen to a position where you can catch it in
between your middle and ring fingers. Now finally, bend your pen around your ring finger by
applying pressure from both your ring and middle fingers. After that happens, extend your
middle and index fingers and catch the pen between them! Voila â€” a completed trick. Spinning
a pen around your middle finger is a pretty complex process. Next, move the pen in between
your middle and ring fingers and push back on it with your index finger so that it moves in
between your index and middle fingers. Next, push your middle finger up, and let the pen move
around it, using your thumb and ring fingers. Finally, catch the pen with your thumb, index, and
middle fingers as it comes full circle. Simple, eh? This is another fundamental trick. First,
position your pen. In this case, hold it at a slant between your middle and ring fingers, and push
the back of the pen behind your thumb. Lightly press your middle finger down, and push the
pen off with your thumb. While doing that, move your index finger inward â€” towards your ring
finger. Another basic fundamental that every pen spinner should know. Position the pen like
you would in a sonic â€” between the middle and ring, with the back behind your thumb. Now,
stretch out your fingers while bending the ring finger backwards ever so slightly. Let the pen
slowly rotate degrees upside down. When it does that, push the ring finger forward, and push
your middle finger backwards. As the pen flips, catch it between your thumb and index finger!
First, get the pen in the same position as those two tricks between middle and ring fingers, back
of pen behind your thumb. Next, like Charge, bend your middle finger back and stretch out all of
your fingers. Let the pen rotate itself into being stuck between your index and ring fingers and
your middle one. The Sonic Rise is one of the most extreme pen spin tricks out there. So, what
do you think? Pretty good pen spinning tricks, and not all that complicated to learn, really. Keep
working at the trade and your skill level will gradually increase. Disclosure: This post may
contain affiliate links, meaning I get a commission if you decide to purchase through my links,
at no cost to you. As an Amazon Associate, I earn from qualifying purchases. Read the full
disclosure here. Pen Spinning Tricks The art of doing tricks with a pen is a very hard one to
master. Before you can do pen tricks, you first have to know how to spin a pen. Some websites
break it down in complex terms , but we can explain in terms a bit simpler than that. First, hold
your pen with your index finger, middle finger, and thumb. Second, pull your middle finger back
like a trigger , moving the pen with it. Third, roll your wrist in order to make your thumb move
with the grain of the pen. Does this seem complicated? Maybe it is, so go ahead and practice it
a lot in order to really get the feel for it. After that, go ahead and move on to these tricks. First,
place the pen between your ring and middle fingers and hold the end of it with your thumb.
Then, push your middle finger backwards and your ring finger forward simultaneously. After
that, lift your thumb and let the pen do a degree spin. Hopefully this can help you out! The Cap:
Cap: the part of a pen that covers the nib and attaches to the pen body. Clip: the metal
doohickey usually attached to the cap that holds your pen in your shirt pocket and also keeps it
from rolling off your desk and landing nib first on the ground why does it ALWAYS fall nib
down?? Insert: the plastic liner on the inside of some pen caps that help seal the nib and keep it
wet when capped. Centerband: the metal decorative ring that is usually placed near the bottom
of the pen cap for decorative purposes, or perhaps to provide reinforcement to the cap threads.
Lip: the open end of the cap, where the threads of the body fit to close the pen. The Barrel:
Barrel: the long part of the main body of the pen which houses the ink reservoir. Threads: thin
grooves cut into a pen to hold parts together, especially pen caps to the pen body. Body: the
length of a pen barrel that typically houses the ink reservoir. Trim Ring: ornamental accents that
serve an aesthetic purpose. The Nib: Nib: the metal tip of a fountain pen that actually touches
the paper. Tipping Material: a small bit of hard-wearing metal usually some sort of iridium alloy
that is welded to the end of a nib and ground to a specific intended size. Slit: the very thin cut
running from the breather hole to the tip of the nib that carries the ink from the feed to the tip.
Tines: the two front parts of the nib that taper to the tip. Shoulder: the widest part of a nib,
where it starts to taper towards the tip. Breather Hole: a hole in the nib, at the end of the nib slit,
that allows air to assist in the ink flow, also called a vent hole. Body: the part of the nib that is

typically imprinted. Base: the bottom end, or reverse end of the tip, where the nib fits into the
section of a pen. The Feed: Feed: the piece of plastic or ebonite usually black that hugs the
back of the nib and acts as a vehicle for ink delivery from the reservoir to the nib. Wings: the
widest part of the feed that matches up to the nib shoulder. Sometimes nibs will slide on and
grab onto the feed wings. Fins: the small, thin pieces on the feed that allow ink to saturate into
the air channels. These act as an ink regulator for consistent flow when writing speed varies.
Ink Channel: a very thin slit in the feed that hugs against the back of the nib and provides a
route for the ink to travel through the feed. This is what helps to provide the necessary capillary
action required for ink flow. Post: the back end of a feed that goes into the ink reservoir and
feeds ink into the channel. The Converter: Converter: a small filling mechanism usually a
screw-piston type that fits onto a pen that also accepts a cartridge. Mouth: the opening that fits
onto the feed post to hold the converter in place. Rod: the threaded portion of the piston
mechanism that causes the seal to move up and down when the knob is turned. Shroud: the
metal covering that holds the piston mechanism onto the back of the ink reservoir. Knob: the
part of the converter that you turn to move the piston seal up and down and thus fill the
converter. Be sure to check out more fountain pen terminology in our Glossary of Fountain Pen
Terms , and ask for any clarification in the comments below! Previous Next. Related Posts.
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